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Australia was colonised and settled by the British - towards the end of the eigh-
teenth century - at precisely the moment at which the Gothic novel emerged as
a clearly defined genre back home. Its colonisation also followed the Gothic
revival in architecture in Britain, which was to influence large-scale metropol-
itan architecture in Australian cities later on: for example, in the 1860s recon-
struction of Sydney's St Mary's Cathedral or the Great Hall at Sydney University
with its distinctive kangaroo gargoyle, or the ANZ Bank (the 'Gothic Bank')
which was built in Melbourne in the 1880s (Randles 2006t t51,158). As for the
architecture of the Gothic novel itself, however, there were those who thought
that Australia was simply too new to accommodate it. Around the time Sir
Edmund Thomas Blacket was designing Sydney University's neo-Gothic Great
Hall, the immigrant journalist Frederick Sinnett wrote a foundational literary
essay, 'The Fiction Fields of Australia' (1856), in which, paraphrasing Milton's
'Il Penseroso' (1633), the Gothic novel in Australia was cast, perhaps with some
regret, as a sheer impossibility:

No storied windows.. . cast a dim, religious light over any Australian premises.
There are no ruins for that rare old plant, the ily green, to creep over and make his
meal of. No Australian author can hope to extricate his hero or heroine, however
pressing the emergency may be, by means of a spring panel and a subterranean
passage, or such like relics offeudal barons. 

(Sinnett 1g56: g)

Australia maywell have seen few old ruins by this time. Even so, it soon became
the site of what Tom Griffiths has called an 'antiquarian imagination' which -
through the early work of colonial collectors of'curiosities', naturalists, amateur
archaeologists, ethnologists and historians - infused the newly settled country
with a remarkable sense of the ancient (Griffiths 1996). In colonial Australian
fiction, this found one sort of expression in a fascination with the 'timelessness'
of Aboriginal people, as well as in fantasies about the discovery of a Lemuria
(a lost or forgotten civilisation) that revealed settler Australians' proximity to
vibrant prehistorical forces: as in George Firth Scott's The Last Lemuian
(1898), which finds a lost race of people in the Australian desert, or J. D.
Hennessey'sl n Australian Bush Track (1896), where a group of settler entrepre-
neurs discover the remnants of a great civilisation in a place called'Zoo-Zoo
land' somewhere in northern Queensland. There are at least two ways of under-
standing these strange Gothic romances: first, through their creation of what
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Melissa Bellanta has called a'fabulated'nation, full of wonders and strangeness,
luxurious and Edenic, even utopian (Bellanta 2004); and second, as a means of
eliding (or at least, sublimating) both the depressed and dispossessed predica-
ment of actual Aboriginal people by this time, and the harsh, austere realities of
settler life in the bush.

colonial explorers in Australia could find themselves caught somewhere
between the acknowledgement of harsh bush realities and flights of fancy that
saw the interior landscape rendered picturesque. John McDouall stuart's early
1860s account of the region to the north of chamber's pillar, where the hills
'resemble nothing so much as a number of old castles in ruins', imports Gothic
architecture into Australia as a kind of phantom image, Sinnett notwithstanding
(cited in Ryan 1996: 77). Roslynn Haynes has noted that the vastness of the
Australian interior was also not untypically perceived by explorers as a Gothic
place of confinement. The 'most alarming prospect faced by the inland erplor-
ers, coming from the confines of heavily populated Britain and Europe', she
writes, 'was that of void. This was particularly true of the desert with its repeated
vistas ofempty horizontal planes under a cloudless, overarching sky. It therefore
seems paradoxical that this vast expanse of apparently empty space was so
frequently described, in their accounts, in Gothic terms ofenclosure and entrap-
ment' (Haynes 1999: 77). A diary entry from Captain Charles Sturt, who was
keen to discover an 'inland sea' in the desert interior of the country, reveals 'no-
doubt conscious echoes' of wordsworth as it chronicles the 'absolute loneliness
of the desert' and the 'stillness of the forest', the silence ofwhich is broken only
by the'melancholy howl'of wandering native dogs (cited in Haynes 1999:79).

Gothic tropes seemed to lend themselves all too readily to ihe colonially
perceived Australian interior. In 1876, the Melbourne novelist and journalist
Marcus Clarke wrote a preface to a new edition of a book of poetry by Adam
Lindsay Gordon, a colonial writer, adventurer and renowned horseman, whose
increasing debts had driven him to suicide six years earlier. clarke drew on
Edgar Allan Poe to acknowledge Gordon's melancholic condition and then
transferred it - as what he famously called .Weird Melanchoty' - onto the
Australian landscape itself, in an escalating sequence of Gothic horror images:

The Australian mountain forests are funereal, secret, stern. Their solitude is deso-
lation. They seem to stifle, in their black gorges, a story ofsullen despair. No tender
sentiment is nourished in their shade . . . The sun suddenly sinks, and the mopokes
burst out into horrible peals of semi-human laughter. The natives aver that, when
night comes, from out of the bottomless depth of some lagoon the Bunyip rises,
and, in form like monstrous sea-calf, drags his loathsome length from out the ooze.
From a corner of the silent forest rises a dismal chant, and around the fire dance
natives painted like skeletons. All is fear - inspiring and gloomy.

(Clarke 1876:645-6)

This lurid passage sees the Australian bush, Aborigines and monstrosity -
through a uniquely Australian creature, the bunyip - yoked together under the
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exaggerated sign of the Gothic. For the literary critic Andrew McCann, Clarke
sublimates an 'Aboriginal presence' into the perceived melancholia of the bush,
producing a racist stereotype that - along with the primal bunyip - casts
Aborigines back into the remote past in order for readers to experience them
solely as 'an object of aesthetic pleasure' (McCann 2005: 112-3): an already
'vanished race' that barely exists outside of the Gothic imagination. This inter-
pretation is persuasive, but it plays down the significance of melancholy itself, a
sensibility imprinted onto the bush so often in colonial writing as to make it
paradigmatic. We can perhaps recall Freud's famous essay on the subject,
'Mourning and Melancholia' (1917), which had seen melancholy - in contrast to
mourning - as the result of one's refusal to properly acknowledge or confront
the loss of the thing one had loved. That lost object is then transferred to the self
or ego, so that the melancholic is typically self-reproaching. For Freud, it is as if
'the shadow of the [ost] object fell upon the ego' (Freud 1917: 258). It is
certainly worth thinking about Clarke's projection of Gordon's melancholy onto
the Australian landscape, with the strange accompanying images of monstrous
birth (the bunyip rising up from the depths, sliding'from out the ooze') and
animated death (the natives'painted like skeletons'). What has vanished in the
midst of all this, however, is Gordon himself: the suicided settler-adventurer.
Clarke's Gothic description may not so much subscribe to the consoling racism
of a 'vanished race' as register the loss of a certain kind of colonial optimism,
expressed through Gordon's own'manly admiration for healthy living'to which
Clarke had paid tribute (Clarke 1876:644). A shadow has fallen over the colo-
nial ego, we might say, in which case it could well be that Clarke's account gives
expression to the 'Weird Melancholy' of settler colonialism itself.

A brief discussion of three colonial Australian short stories might help to
clarify this point. W. Sylvester Walker's'The Mystery of Yelcomorn Creek'was
published inlhe Centennial Magazine in March 1890. An old man who now lives
alone at the end of a boundary fence tells a story about his search for opals in
Queensland's interior, helped by Bobbie, an Aboriginal tracker. They discover a
lost valley that seems like 'the Garden of Eden' (Walker 1890: 96): so that this
story appears at first to be another lost race or Lemurian romance. But the
narrator hears an unearthly cry suggesting 'a sort of quivering despair' (98); and
soon he stumbles across a series of bloodstained Aboriginal graves. Phantom
Aboriginal warriors appear and the narrator faints away. When he recovers, he
leaves the valley - without a single opal - and seals the entrance. So here is a
colonial Gothic tale in which a settler discovers a massacre site, a difficult-to-
find place that testifies - after the event - to the fact of colonial violence, even
though the story also refuses properly to acknowledge this fact through its
distancing Gothic tropes and its affiliation to the lost race romance genre. To
return to Freud, this story does not mourn its Aboriginal characters (including
Bobbie, who is also killed) but it does generate a certain melancholic effect that
sees a once ambitious colonial prospector subsequently retreat into old age and
seH-absorption on the edge ofthe frontier.
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The colonial writer and explorer Ernest Favenc's story,'Doomed', published
intheAustralian Town and CountryIoumal in April 1899, intensifies that melan-
cholic effect as it introduces five 'eager, young, and hopeful' men in the
Australian bush: youthful settler-adventurers, rather like Adam Lindsay
Gordon (Favenc 1899: 35). On a whim, one of them shoots and kills a pregnant
Aboriginal woman beside a waterhole. The five men then each die as if cursed,
with the Aboriginal woman and her baby - born after death, as it were -
haunting their final visions. This story is much closer to the realities of colonial
violence than Walker's. There is no expression of guilt or remorse here,
however, just a sense that - no matter how casual an act of colonial violence
might be - all settlers are implicated. The melancholy of the story is registered
not only through the loss of Aboriginal lives (which, typically for colonial
Australian Gothic fiction, are nevertheless reanimated after death) but also
through the effects of that loss, in particular the dissolution of youthful colonial
optimism: as if this, more than anything else, is colonialism's lost object.

The third colonial story, Rosa Praed's'The Bunyip', was published in a collec-
tion titled Coo-ee: Tales of Australian Lift byAustralian Ladies in 1891. We have
already seen the bunyip in Marcus Clarke's description above, and in fact the
creature was well known by the 1860s, with.collectors like Reynell Eveleigh
Johns expressing interest in it alongside his fascination for extinct animals like
the New Zealand moa and the dodo (Griffiths L996:35). For Praed, the bunyip
is local and all too familiar:

Everyone who has lived in Australia has heard of the bunyip. It is the one respect-
able flesh-curdling horror ofwhich Australia can boast. The old world has her tales
of ghoul and vampire, of Lorelei, spook, and pixie, but Australia has nothing but
her Bunyip.

(Praed 189L:,271)

It seems to work as an effect on people's lives, for better or worse: as Praed
evocatively puts it, the creature 'deals out promiscuously benefits and calamities
from the same hand' Q7\. The problem is that, although Aborigines seem
especially familiar with it - referring to it as 'Debil-Debil' and avoiding the
waterholes it is supposed to frequent - no settlers ever seem to have seen the
bunyip with their own eyes. The story then turns to the business of colonial
settlement as two brothers travel up country to meet a dray'loaded with stores
and furniture for the new home to which we were bound' (277).These are colo-
nials who are yet to settle: colonials who are as yet to occupy a home. The group
make camp beside a 'dark swamp' and soon 'the talk got to eerie things . . . and
as we talked a sort of chill seemed up creep over us' (280). They hear a strange
cry, like that of a child'in dire distress' (281), and wonder about the possibility
of a child lost in the bush, another not uncommon Gothic trope in colonial
Australian writing (see Pierce 1999). Going in search of the child, the men are
unexpectedly disoriented: 'Though we tried to move in the direction of the
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voice, it was impossible to determine whence it came, so misleading and fitful
and will-o'-the-wisp was the sound' (283). Finally, the colonials find the body of
a dead young girl whom they identi! as Nancy, from a station ominously called
Coffin Lid. But she has been dead for some time, a fact which leads the narrator
to wonder if the cry they heard was 'the Bunyip, or little Nancy's ghost' (286).
What is striking about this story is that these would-be settlers are themselves
the victims of an effect - frightened, disoriented and possessed by nothing more
than a sound, by something no one has actually seen. This all occurs as they
prepare themselves for settlement, for the occupation of their colonial proper-
ties. But occupation is not allowed to happen in this story. We might say that
occupation is replaced by preoccupation, by a bothersome sense of something
that is already there before them. In one sense, this is a typically colonial Gothic
representation of the mis-recognition of Aboriginal inhabitation, elliptically or
dimly revealed through an occulted bush full of unseen 'presences'. But in
another sense, it offers these preoccupied settlers - even before they properly
arrive - a melancholic glimpse of their olim future: where the entry into colonial
occupation is tied to an untimely death and the loss ofinnocence.

Another kind of colonial melancholia played itself out in relation to
Australia's penal history, where lost innocence was a readily available trope for
convict narratives chronicling the journey to and arrival in the new world.
Australia's greatest colonial Gothic novel was Marcus Clarke's llis Natural Lift
(1874), which returns us to the themes of 'enclosure and entrapment'noted
above through its melodramatic treatment of the 6migr6 convict experience. Its
hero, Richard Devine, is a quintessentially innocent man, unjustly transported
to Australia to experience all the brutalities of penal life in the colonies, in
particular the penal settlement at Port Arthur in Tasmania. Devine - who
changes his identity to become the convict Rufus Dawes - survives the ending of
this novel, but a revised version published under title.For the Term of his Natural
frle (1885) saw Devine/Dawes and his beloved Sylvia drown in each other's arms
during a cyclone: a much bleaker ending that refuses to give the characters a
productive colonial future. Port Arthur was established as a penal colony in 1830
when Tasmania was still known as Van Diemen's Land, modelling its formidable
layout on the panopticon at Pentonville prison in London. It soon became noto-
rious for its brutality, psychological as well as physical, as it built its disciplinary
regime around rigid routines and prisoner anonymity and isolation. In a first-
hand account of his own convict experiences there, Old Convict Days (1899),
William Derrincourt described Port Arthur as 'the Abode of Horror'. Clarke
had described the penal settlement and its environs as a'natural penitentiary',
surrounded by natural hazards such as the Devil's Blow-Hole as well as the
nearby 'Island of the Dead' where convicts who had died at Port Arthur were
buried. The entrepreneur and forger Henry Savery, who published Australia's
first novel, Quintus Seruinton, in 1831 - a semi-autobiographical account of his
own convict experiences - had himself died while incarcerated at Port Arthur, in
1842. By the time Clarke wrote His Natural Life, however, Port Arthur was no
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longer a penal colony and had begun to fall into disrepair. In a series of news-
paper articles about the site published in Melbourne's The Argus in July 1873,
Clarke gave Australia's recent convict history a familiar sensibility:

The history of 'Convict Discipline' in these colonies is a melancholy one . . ' the
prisons and barracks erected at such cost in various parts of the colonies have been
pulled down or abandoned to other uses, and intelligence has at last reached us of
the final dismantling of the last relic . . . the 'Natural Penitentiary' of Port Arthur.

(Clarke 1873:511)

We have seen Frederick Sinnett's claim that colonial Australia had no Gothic
ruins. But the 'relic' of Port Arthur casts its own shadow upon the colonial scene.
The literary critic David Matthews reproduces Clarke's sentiments in these
much more recent comments onHis Natural Life:'Convictism' the ruined monu-
ments of which could still be seen on the landscape, was Australia's own equiva-
lent of castellated culture, a repressed 4nd melancholic past' (Matthews 2006:
9). For John Frow, in his essay 'In the Penal Colony' (1999)' Port Arthur is 'a
memorial . . . its ruined traces bearing ambiguous witness to a whole system of
punishment, involuntary exile and unfree labour which has come to represent
the foundational moment of the Australian natioir'. Frow also writes about the
mass murderer Martin Bryant, who shot and killed 35 people at Port Arthur - by
this time, a tourist destination - on 28 April 1996. The question of how this
terrible event should be memorialised in turn preoccupies those involved, a
matter that Frow expresses in typically Gothic terms:

Nobody uses Bryant's name, but his denied presence is everywhere. Nobody knows
the forms which will lay the ghost. Nobody knows what kind of monument will
insert this story into the other story for which this site is known, into that other past
which is barely available for understanding.

(Frow 1999: n.p.)

For Jim Davidson, the re-naming of Van Diemen's Land as Tasmania in 1856
saw this off-shore Australian state'determined to be born again'. But in spite of
this, he notes, Tasmania remains a 'landscape containing Presences. Perhaps
these are more correctly styled absences, not yet fully expiated - the slaughtered
Aborigines, the downtrodden convicts, and hunted species like the diminutive
Tasmanian emu and the Gothically named Tasmanian Tiger' (Davidson 1989:
307). This is enough to encourage Davidson to coin the term, 'Tasmanian
Gothic', accounting for the island's traumatic past as well as its often defiantly
proclaimed sense of isolation and difference from mainland Australia. When he
visited Australia in 1871 and L872, Anthony Trollope declared that Tasmania
'already had the feel of an old country' (cited Davidson 1989: 316); a common
mainland corollary of this view, however, is that Tasmania is'backward': More
recent examples of the Tasmanian Gothic include Roger Scholes' award-
winning film, The Tale of Ruby Rose (1987), set in the Tasmanian highlands in
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1933; and the novelist Mudrooroo's hallucinatory Master of the Ghost Dreaming
series which begins in 1991 with a novel that returns to the early colonial experi-
ence from an Aboriginal perspective.

It would be possible to identiff a contemporary indigenous Gothic subgenre
in Australia that includes Mudrooroo's novels, as well as (for example) Sam
Watson's The Kadaitcha Sung (1990), which also retums to the colonial scene
where it chronicles a history of brutal violence and exploitation in the midst of
which it stages a pre-colonial struggle between kndaitcha spirit men. Some of
the work of Aboriginal artist Tracey Moffatt might also be termed indigenous
Gothic: such as the short fiJm Night Cies: A Rural Tragedy (1989), where an
Aboriginal woman lives out her confinement nursing her dying white mother in
an isolated homestead amidst a series of vividly baroque, traumatic recollec-
tions; or BeDevil (1993), the first feature film directed by an Aboriginal woman.
BeDevil consists of three ghost stories built around sites that are inhabited by
very different kinds of spirits: a black American soldier from the Second World
War who haunts a swamp, a young white girl killed on a railway track, and two
Aboriginal lovers who haunt a warehouse earmarked for property development
by greedy investors. These ghosts have each been dislocated or, in the case of
the young Aboriginal lovers, dispossessed. Yet they also seem more a part of
their place than ever before, condemned to remain there and to possess those
who try to live there later on. In fact, those who come afterwards to these sites
are drawn to the hauntings and held by them, as if transfixed. Elsewhere, Jane
M. Jacobs and I have drawn on the verb'solicit'to describe this particular spec-
tral effect, with its overtones of allure and attraction as well as arxiety and alarm
(Gelder and Jacobs 1998: 2L-2). But BeDevil also cuts to scenes which show
modern Australians away from these sites enjoying themselves, at leisure,
playing'innocently' and freely in the sun, frolicking in those Australian places
that seem to be unaffected by shadows. This is one aspect of the film's post-
colonialism where, in contrast to Ernest Favenc's colonial Gothic story, implica-
tion is much less absolute. On the other hand, postcolonial'innocence'can also
look like wilful disavowal: as if, this film seems to suggest, some haunting is good
for you.

Australian cinema has explored the Gothic since the early 1970s. The film
critics Susan Dermody and Elizabeth Jacka in fact mark the emergence of
Australian Gothic in cinema with Peter Weir's 1971 black comedy, Homesdale
(Dermody and Jacka 1988: 50). A better-known and more lyrical example of the
Australian Gothic in film, however, is Weir's .&cnic at Hanging Rock (L975), the
story of the disappearance of three girls and their teacher in the bush on St
Valentine's Day, 1890 - based on the 1967 novel by Joan Lindsay. Mysterious
experiences in the bush remain a stock theme of the Australian Gothic, espe-
cially those involving inexperienced metropolitan travellers who find themselves
stranded in some remote and often deranged outback location. The Canadian
director Ted Kotcheff s film Wake in Fnght (1971) - based on Kenneth Cook's
1961 horror novel - was the first of a number of films drawn to what Jonathan
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Rayner has called the'Gothic rural community', where the outback town 'is
portrayed as the repository ofwarped or degenerate tendencies', a place defined
by exaggerated violence, aggressive masculinity, misoryny, xenophobia and
comrption (Rayner 20OL: 2A). Greg Mclran's llolf Creek (2005) is a more
recent example of a Gothic rural horror film, with its two female British tourists
coming to grief (their male Australian companion suwives) after their car
breaks down beside a meteorite crater and they are hoodwinked by a crazcd
outback hunter who has set up camp in a remote abandoned mining site.

For these characters, the Australian interior is again a place of Gothic 'enclo-
sure and entrapment'. But the horizontal openness of the landscape can also be
exploited for its Gothic effects. George Miller's Mad Max (1979) and its two
sequels presented a near-future dystopian vision of a 'primal' Australian
outback striated with straight endless roads and inhabited by lawless, threat-
ening gangs ofbikers, carjackers and petrol-heads who constantly fight with and
elude the police. Miller has astutely noted, 'The Americans have a gun culture -
we have a car culture . . . Out in the suburbs it's a socially acceptable form of
violence. That's the wellspring a film like this has' (cited in O'Regan 1996: 105).
The menacing black car on the highway came to symbolise Mad Max's
Gothicness, with the horror of road in the film linked precisely to its straight-
ness: as if violent unpredictable encounters there are the inevitable result of
perfect visibility, of seeing all too clearly. Ross Gibson has written about the
'Horr6r Stretch', tracing acfual murder cases and disappearances at various
locationsalong the highways of northern Queensland in hisstttdy,SevenVersions
of anAustralian Badlnnd (2002). The 1975 murders of Noel and Sophie Weckert
Onable him to offer a kind of archaeology of horror that takes him back to 'many
more murder-scenes from the bloody past of Australia's colonial frontier', thus
demonstrating that'history lives as a presence in the landscape' (Gibson 2002:
50). Some contemporary Australia films, and some novels too, have staged a
return to the colonial scene in order.to animate its violence all over again: for
example, Kate Grenville's novel Secret River (2005), which tries to recreate the
mindset of a colonial settler involved in the massacre of Aborigines; or The
Propositiott (2006), a film directed by John Hillcoat and written by Nick Cave,
Australia's best-known Goth songwriter and performer, which cast itself as a
'real' account of the stark brutality of colonial experience. Built upon its dispos-
session and killings of Aboriginal people and its foundational systems of punish-
ment and incarceration,. the colonial scene - we might even say, the 'ruins of
colonialism', to draw on the title of a book on the subject (Healy t997) -
continues to shadow Australian cultural production and helps to keep the
Australian Gothicvery much alive.
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